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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/17/2024

Description 2024 Keystone RV Arcadia 3140RK, Keystone RV Arcadia fifth wheel 3140RK
highlights: Kitchen Island Front Private Bedroom Theater Seating Two Awnings
Fireplace This triple slide Arcadia is a great couples coach. The rear kitchen area
features a pantry and hutch along the back wall, and there is a handy kitchen
island that the cook will appreciate, plus so much space thanks to dual opposing
slide. The 16 cu. ft. "Solar Friendly" refrigerator with dent resistant doors is big
enough to bring all of your favorite foods to cook and you will enjoy the residential
microwave and solid-surface countertops, plus easy-clean backsplash as well.
There is a front private bedroom with a California king bed slide for a comfortable
nights rest and across from it a dresser with hidden storage and a bench seat,
plus you have a front closet with wrap around shelving and is prepped to add a
washer and dryer. Freshen up in the full bathroom with the 48" x 30" shower then
head to the living area to find theater seating or a sofa sleeper while you enjoy
your morning coffee in front of the fireplace and watch the morning news on the
50" TV. Each Arcadia 3/4 ton fifth wheel by Keystone includes a Revolutionary
NGC2 Next Generation crawlspace chassis, a SpaceSaver upper deck design, and
a Curt equalization suspension system for a smooth towing experience. You will
find abundant storage space throughout, residential Roman shades with black-out
backing, designer vinyl flooring throughout, and custom cabinetry with solid wood
and painted cabinet doors. Each model includes the exclusive Blade Pure high-
performance air handling system for increased A/C airflow, along with a 35K BTU
high output furnace so you can camp all year long. The Arcadia is constructed
with fully laminated, aluminum framed one-piece sidewalls, an automotive-grade
fiberglass exterior, plus an automotive-grade fiberglass front cap with KeyShield
protection to keep your fifth wheel looking sleek for years to come.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 300810
VIN Number: 4YDFARR2XRE550724
Condition: New
Length: 36
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Ocala, Florida, United States
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